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4 upper ely place,
dublin.
Jan. 12, '08.
" I am glad you wrote before you finished the batch of proofs, for
it is interesting to hear your impressions of the book as you read it.
You have not got further than Paris when you wrote and the theme
of the book is not discoverable till the lovers go to Pisa.
" My characters change; they grow, flower and bear fruit—
Evelyn Innes is only haft the book. Perhaps you will like Owen
better later on,
" Anyhow, thank you for writing, t am sorry you are unlike
Evelyn in every respect, for if that is so you miss a great deal. I will
change Georgina's dress—dark blue would suit her better.
" One point in your letter I will dispute with you when we meet.
Like many another you talk of realism and idealism. To me there
is only one thing, truth. There are many sides to the truth. The
Lake was one side, Evelyn Innes (first part) is another ; to me every
side is interesting and I believe that a man may be very material
and very sentimental. I believe that one of the great charms of
nature is that she is full of different moods and I would (if I could)
depict them as nature separates them. In the modern novel men
and women are uniformly sentimental.
" Very sincerely yours,
george moore."
With the concluding batch of proofs he enclosed a further
letter:
" To-day I began the re-writing of Sister Theresa and am looking
forward to some fine scenes . . . (undecipherable) reaches of senti-
ment unmarked on any story teller's chart. It is interesting to write
what hasn't been written before.
" Maybe I'm living in an illusion, but no matter, nothing matters
so long as there is illusion."
I often wonder, as I look back, what reactions I might have
aroused in George Moore. What jewels of thought might I
not have elicited had I unloosed my moods on him as I did
on Hichens. He was sympathetic enough and encouraging,
but whereas Hichens exhaled an atmosphere of South and East,
of flowers and perfume, of " Heaven's colour, the blue/' George
Moore was sober grey and mist, dismal Dublin and Irish rain !
In writing to Hichens my spirit took flight to the places where I
wanted to be, but I did not want to be where George Moore
was, and although he could have taken my spirit to Italy
he did not 1
I longed to discuss these things with Shane, but he did not
seem to hear me when I spoke to him. He was training for a

